Signing the Badger Book* at National Meetings were...

AAPG–San Antonio Texas—April 13, 1999

Lance Anderson                D. Bradford Macurda
Jack and Laurel Babcock       William Morgan
John Biancardi                Maria Mutti
R.W. Boebel                   Mark Myers
Ron Charpentier               Doug Neese
Ken and Linda Ciriacks        Brian O’Neill
Bob Cluff                     Tor Nilsen
Tim Carr                      Jeff Pietras
Gordon Fielder                Lloyd and Carrel Pray
Evan Franseen                 Beverly Saylor
Eric and Sheri Frodesen      Don Soholt
Gob Godstein and Cindy Keeffe Toni Simo
David Hite                    Pete Stark
Joe Jacquot                   Ralph Stone
Alfred and Beth James         Albert Sun
Chris Johnson                 Glen Tanck
Dennis Kerr                   Scott Thornton
Kent Kirkby                   Roderick Tillman
Ralph Kugler                  Ken Vogel
Paul LaPointe                 Eric Yerkovich

GSA 1999 Annual Meeting—Denver, Oct. 25-28

Mary Anderson
Jamie Barnes
Andrew Belhen
Ilya Bindeman
Kevin Blake
Bob Blodgett
Ken Bradbury
Brent Breithaft
Phil Brown
Mark Bultman
Robb Bunge
Tom Burbey
Eric Carson
Dawn Chapel
Ron Charpentier
Jack Cheney
Ken and Linda Ciriacks
Sue and Bob Cluff
Pat Colgan and Kelly Heid
Joost Hoek
James Dawson
Donna Mary Dirlam
Bob and Nancy Dott

Steve Dunn
Marie Dvorzak
Tim Eaton
Craig Eisen
Stan Fagerlin
John Fournelle
Jon Garbisch
Gary Gianniny
Nancy S. Greif (Hardin)
Steffen Hagemann
Stan and Mary Hamilton
Bill Hinze
Joost Hoek
Christopher Johnson
Dennis Kerr
Rich Krause
Kent Kirkby
Matt Kohn
Ben J. Lade
Will Lamb
Lee Leininger
Miranda Loflin
Kathy Lubner and
Ken Stollenwerk

Bart Kowallis
Heather Macdonald
Harmon Maher
Lou Maher
John H. Melby
Dave and Vin Mickelson
James F. Miller
Bill Mode and
(guest) Tom Davis
Dave Moecher
Jean Morrison
Maureen Muldoon
Jeff Munroe
Greg Nadon and
Dorothy Sack
John Nimmo
Julie O’Leary
Dick and Rachel Paull
William Peck
Jeff Pieters
Sara Principato
Bill Raatz
Sam and Marge Romberger

Todd Rayne
Meredith Rhodes
Lee Riciputi
Scott Ritter
Greg Roselle
Pat Rossiter
Madeline Schreiber
Bill Simpkins
Frank Spear
Dave and Heidi
Stephenson
Bob Sterrett
Nat Stephens
Mary Stoertz
Sue Swanson
Peter Taglia
Steve and Tuffy Traylen
John Valley
Maitri Venkat-Ramani
Andy Walch
Jim Welsh
Bill Woessner
Chris and Laura Zahm

* If a name was missed or misspelled, our apologies.
  Some handwriting was illegible.
Matt Kohn and Katrina Edwards

Jean Morrison, Will Lamb, and Mark Bultman

Ken Bradbury

Tom Gehring and Ben Laabs

Chris and Laura Zahm

Doug Crowe and Phil Brown

Bill Simpkins and Bob Sterrett

GSA 99 Denver
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Jef Munroe and Sarah Principato

Bart Kowallis and Scott Ritter

Craig Eisen

Jim Hoffmann and Bill Mode
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